Marketing Strategy and Roadmap

Background

A roadmap to revitalization
Working together, we believe we can help the neighbourhood return it to its roots
as a welcoming and exciting place to live, work and visit.
In July 2019, the Corso Italia Business Improvement Association (CIBIA) engaged Dog and Pony Studios (DPS)
to develop a comprehensive brand strategy and 3-5 year roadmap with the goal of helping the BIA:
• Build a “shop local” mentality among residents
• Drive more foot traffic
• Create a personal connection between customers and the neighbourhood
• Develop Corso Italia as a popular destination for locals and non-locals
• Identify, target and incentivize the right kind of new businesses
• Work with property owners/landlords
• Form key partnerships with Economic Development, chambers of commerce, retail associations,
corporate and community organizations, etc.
This presentation is a summary of our learning and recommendations. Once recommendations are approved
by the steering committee and the BIA Board, it is our belief that this document should be revised and
expanded into a public-facing document designed to inspire and guide BIA members, community residents
and prospective business owners.
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A crisis is a terrible thing to waste
We cannot know what Corso Italia will look like when
we come out from the other side, but it’s clear that
business as usual has changed for good.
COVID-19 has upended business globally and our neighbourhood is
no exception. Strategic consulting firms the world over have the same
message: a “wait and see approach” is a non-starter. We have revised
our recommendations accordingly.
We also see opportunity in the disruption this crisis has caused.
Stressed supply chains have made communities more reliant on
locally available goods than ever, and small businesses are uniquely
positioned to respond quickly, with the right supports.

#COV I D 1 9

Delivery is the
best option now?

YES!

Make no mistake: this is a crisis and it should be treated as such.
However, with swift action we may be able to stem the tide of empty
storefronts — and even make improvements to businesses that will
have a lasting, positive impact on our community.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Proin lobortis
consectetur sodales. Phasellus elit metus, congue aliquam mauris at,
varius dapibus felis. Curabitur sed interdum orci. Aenean consectetur
laoreet elit eu suscipit. Nam pharetra blandit diam, at.

torontocorsoitalia.com
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Defining strategic priorities
Since our engagement commenced, DPS has come to understand the Corso Italia community from all angles
through research, merchant and stakeholder interviews, deep engagement in operations, and a thorough
competitive analysis of BIAs and comparable neighbourhoods internationally.
Based on the short and long-term goals outlined, existing limitations, budget available and the new social
distancing reality, we have outlined four strategic priorities to guide CIBIA through the next 3-5 years.

1. Create an identity
2. Empower digital transformation
3. Promote neighbourhood
4. Engage merchants

Background: Defining strategic priorities
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Identity

Anchored by authenticity
Inspired by the rich history of this neighbourhood, we have crafted a brand
identity that honours the past and positions Corso Italia for growth.
Working closely with the steering committee, we landed on authenticity as the overarching theme to
describe the unique value Corso Italia brings to Toronto. From there, we crafted messaging with wide
appeal and multiple interpretive possibilities to resonate with a diverse range of audience segments.
It was important that the messaging did not trivialize history or culture, alienate newcomers, inhibit
diversity or lack differentiation.

Audience Segments:

Identity Attributes:

Existing merchants

Simple

Residents

Clear

Property owners

Direct

Community members

General/widely applicable to audiences

Tourists/Torontonians

Ties into history/name

Prospective business owners

Neighbourhood/community focused

Italian community

Flexible

Evolving, more diverse demographics

Modern

Ex-pat community

Elevated

Identity: Anchored by authenticity
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Positioned for growth
In Italian, “corso” means street, or way. In Toronto, “corso” means Corso Italia —
a neighbourhood rich in history and ready for revitalization.

Tagline and Positioning

A way of life
A great place to visit. An even better place to live.
Corso Italia is a family-friendly neighbourhood of hidden gems with
a strong commercial legacy that is ready to be reignited. Here, we
celebrate the spirit of our rich and diverse heritage in the authentic,
everyday neighbourhood rituals that create community. Alive with
history at every turn and welcoming to all, we’re both a destination
neighbourhood and a place to call home.
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Logo

Identity: Logo
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Logo
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Logo
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Colour Palette

Identity: Colour Palette
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Typography

This is TT Commons,
a very charming font family.
LIGHT VE RSIO N

REGULAR VERSION

ABCDEFGHIJLKMNOPQRSTUVXYZ
abcdefghijlkmnopqrstuvxyz

ABCDEFGHIJLKMNOPQRSTUVXYZ
abcdefghijlkmnopqrstuvxyz

ME DIU M VERS I O N

BOLD VERSION

ABCDEFGHIJLKMNOPQRSTUVXYZ
abcdefghijlkmnopqrstuvxyz

ABCDEFGHIJLKMNOPQRSTUVXYZ
abcdefghijlkmnopqrstuvxyz
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Visual identity

Identity: Visual identity
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Lorem ipsum dolor amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit.

torontocorsoitalia.com
@CorsoI ta l i a BI A

@Cors oI ta l i a TO

@Cors oI ta l i a BI A

Lorem ipsum dolor amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit.

torontocorsoitalia.com
@CorsoItali aB IA
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torontocorsoitalia.com
@ Co rso I tal i aB I A

@ Co rso I tal i aTO

@ Co rso I tal i aB I A

torontocorsoitalia.com

@ Co rso Ita l ia BIA

Identity: Visual identity
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Identity: Visual identity
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Brand launch strategy
Right now, members are interested in solutions, not pretty things. However, the rebranding will be critical as we
face the possibility of rebuilding rather than revitalizing the neighbourhood.

Digital

Physical

Given the current situation, we have recommended a soft launch.
Some brand elements have already been deployed, and the complete
implementation of digital elements will coincide with the launch of the
Shopify site, in addition to:

Physical items will be re-branded as budget allows and social
distancing guidelines evolve. We recommend prioritizing:

• MailChimp email outlining the new brand and site benefits
• Social media announcement
• Targeted press release (to attract media outlets BlogTO etc.)

Identity: Brand launch strategy

• Social distancing sidewalk stickers and signage
• Street flags, which are impactful yet less costly
• Utility box wraps
• TTC advertising (shelters)
• Street signs can follow when budget allows
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Digital Transformation

Clicks to bricks and back again
Older businesses within our borders have been in desperate need of a digital
transformation for years. The COVID pivot has now made an urgent need critical.
Expanding the digital presence of merchants within the BIA and CIBIA itself was certainly a strategic priority
pre-COVID, but it was not the highest priority. That has changed. Inspired by the impressive work of the
Belleville Downtown Marketplace, DPS, working with CIBIA, has built an identical multi-vendor shop platform
that will give all CIBIA members the ability to quickly establish an online presence and sell their goods online.
The initiative has a number of short and long-term benefits, including:
• Encouraging a “shop local” mentality
• Enabling people to shop locally
• Bringing greater visibility to more merchants
• Reinforcing community solidarity
• Increasing sales
• Providing direct support to merchants in their digital transformation
• Capturing new audiences
• Showcasing the CIBIA as a critical community support
• Positioning Corso Italia as a forward-thinking, innovative neighbourhood to live, work and visit

Digital Transformation: Clicks to bricks and back again
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Reinventing our digital presence
In a post-COVID world, finding ways to thrive in a virtual world will be the
difference between neighbourhoods that evolve and neighbourhoods
that stagnate..
Beyond the immediate impact the Shopify site will have on a merchant level, the initiative has also served
as a launchpad for the complete digital transformation of CIBIA. The decision to reallocate the 2020 Events
budget is enabling CIBIA to build a long-needed website that will serve their members and residents long
into the future.
Elevated by the reinvented brand identity, the site will operate as an interactive meeting place for shoppers,
a robust resource for business owners and, a key component of our ongoing goals to attract the right kinds
of businesses. The site is set to launch by the end of August, 2020.
Designed and developed by DPS, the site will feature:
• Link to Shopify site
• Spacelist integration
• Interactive map feature
• Business/merchant resources, including business guides, sponsorship information, etc.
• Up-to-date business directory
• Upcoming events
• A user-friendly Content Management System to enable quick updates
• Robust analytics

Digital Transformation: Reinventing our digital presence
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Digital Transformation: Reinventing our digital presence
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Web launch strategy
Communication and outreach is critical to ensure the Shopify site has maximum, ongoing impact.
We recommend focusing efforts and budget on the launch of the Shopify site to ensure immediate uptick.

Digital
In addition to the brand launch items noted above, we recommend:
• A paid Facebook campaign targeting merchants and residents
through boosted posts and advertisements
• Campaign should run 3-4 months
• Budget can be determined at the outset and adjusted
according to performance
• Social media frames for merchants to announce/advertise
their presence
• Weekly “counter” emails to members indicating number of
products/merchants online

Digital Transformation: Web launch strategy

Physical
• Posters for participating merchants
• Postcard maildrop for neighbourhood

Promotional
• Reusable tote bags
(either as a coordinated
giveaway OR and add-on
item for sale)
• Virtual gift cards
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Promotion

Raising profile in a virtual world
As the pandemic progresses, we see the opportunities — and limitations — of our
newly virtual world.

Corso Italia
Music Festival

09 — 11

september
6—8pm
st. clair avenue, 123

Toronto.
Corso Italia.
A way of life.

free enter

Promotion: Raising profile in a virtual world
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Short-term initiatives: Now-August 2020
Several targeted paid and organic social media campaigns:
• Brand/Shopify launch
• Virtual “summer sidewalk” sale event
[exclusive digital promotion]
• Summer photo contest

Corso Italia
Music Festival
Toronto.
Corso Italia.
A way of life.

09 — 11

september
6—8pm
st. clair avenue, 123
free enter

Promotion: Raising profile in a virtual world
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Mid-term initiatives: September-December 2020
“This is Corso Italia” social media campaign designed to:
• Increase engagement
• Showcase individual businesses
• Highlight diversity
• Reinforce brand
• Promote community connection and solidarity
• Getting everyone on board

This is
Corso Italia.

Promotion: Raising profile in a virtual world
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Long-term initiatives: 2021 and beyond
Develop a flexible, COVID-informed Events Framework consisting of:
• Holiday community events: Halloween, Christmas, Easter
• Annual marquee event (intended to raise profile and draw tourists)
• Coordinated Italian heritage month activities
• Quarterly merchant meetups (seminars, mixers, lectures etc.)

Promotion: Raising profile in a virtual world
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Engagement

Getting everyone on board
First they have to see it. Then they will get behind it.

Improved communication
Giving the CIBIA the tools they need to communicate quickly, clearly and effectively is a critical component
of the overall rebranding effort and ongoing strategy.

Email
While email has some limitations, it is the most efficient way to get information to members. DPS has created
Mailchimp templates designed to help structure mailings and lend a cohesive look and feel to all email
communications

Website
Investing in a professionally developed website will give the CIBIA the tools they need to keep their members
up-to-date in a centralized location

Social media
Regular posting on social media is critical to extend our reach and hit more audience segments, support
local businesses and keep the community as a whole up to date with our initiatives.

Engagement: Getting everyone on board
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Merchant toolkit
The revamped website and ongoing partnership with DPS will allow us to provide a suite of easily accessible
resources designed to improve engagement among business and property owners, including:
• CIBIA social templated “frames” for various events and initiatives
• Social media best-practices
• COVID guidelines and FAQs
• Online selling capabilities
• Business videos
• Marketing advice and support

Storying our community
Nostalgia is a powerful emotion. We believe that tapping into the history of the neighbourhood can drive
engagement among a significant audience segment (in terms of both size and prominence). We recommend
a targeted outreach strategy to collect the stories of St Clair in order to preserve history and inspire new
traditions. This may become particularly poignant in the aftermath of COVID.
We recommend a multi-prong approach, all designed as a possible replacement for or supplement to
Events, including:
• Engaging educational institutions and libraries as partners
• User-submitted video stories to be featured on the web and on social media
• Creating an online archive of photography, advertisements, recipes, menus etc.
• Social media campaigns playing up local dialects, traditions, customs etc.

Engagement: Getting everyone on board
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Roadmap

Recapping the marketing roadmap
2020
• Establish and implement new brand identity
• Launch digital transformation: Shopify site, main CIBIA site, streamlined communications
• Establish regular social media presence
• Test digital promotion strategies
• Create marketing, communications and events calendar template
• Expand online merchant resources
• Develop events framework

2021
• Finalize events framework including annual marquee event
• Develop grant strategy
• Expand digital promotion strategies
• Create dedicated business outreach strategy
• Launch Stories of St Clair initiative

2022
• Revisit marketing plan

Roadmap: Recapping the marketing roadmap
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Moving forward

Immediate next steps
1. Onboard merchants
2. Launch Shopify site
3. Develop Shopify/brand launch strategy and creative assets
4. Finalize promotional items and develop creative
5. Deliver feedback/sign off on overall strategy
6. Finalize 2020/2021 marketing calendar
7. Create and release public-facing Marketing Strategy and Roadmap

Moving forward: Immediate next steps
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